Community-Driven Approaches to Crime Reduction - District Strategic Plan
CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT
008th District
SECTION 1 – PROBLEM SOLVING PRIORITIES
Determine and define three problem solving priorities for your District for the coming year, as identified by the community. Provide responses below to delineate
how the District will apply the SARA model of problem solving to each priority. Please ensure responses are specific and detailed.

PROBLEM SOLVING PRIORITY #1
Priority Title

Robberies
☒ Violent Crime

Priority Type
Source

Scanning

Check all that apply

☒ Community Conversations

☐ DAC Meetings

☐ Resident Survey Data

☒ Crime Data

☐ Community Interactions

☒ Beat Meetings

☐ Other: _______



Explain why this is a
top priority for your
district. Provide
specific numbers for
calls for service
and/or crime data to
support your
explanation. Be as
specific as possible.




1.

Analysis

Due to the success of the secondary market for high end smart phones, pedestrians walking through
the community have become easy targets for robberies.
Compared to the previous year, robberies of pedestrians on 815 and 821's Beats have increased by
123%.
Analysis shows that the majority of these robberies are occurring near the CTA Orange Line station,
with many of the victims walking to and from the public transit stop.
.

Who is / are the victim(s)?


The victims tend to be pedestrians walking to and from the CTA Orange Line station on Pulaski Road
as well as students walking to and from Curie High School. There are also large clusters of robberies
of pedestrians taking place along the commercial corridor on Cicero Ave.

2. Describe the methods / actions used by the offender (do not include demographic information). Include any
identified patterns such as motives, types of weapons used to commit the crime, how they attempt to flee the
scene of the crime, etc.

Explain the problem by
describing each of the
listed elements. Be as
specific as possible.





In most cases, the offenders tend to catch the victim off guard by approaching on foot or in a vehicle
while the victim's attention is on their phone. The offender will display a weapon or use force to
complete the robbery within a very short period of time.
The offenders are often wearing dark clothing and a face mask to cover their identity and flee the area
in a vehicle.

Typical Time of Day (select all that
apply):
3.

Root Cause
Analysis Identify
potential root causes
of the problem that, if
mitigated, would
prevent the problem
from re-occurring. Be
as specific as possible.

CPD Form Number TBD

☐ Quality of Life

☒ Calls for Service

Rationale

Problem
Analysis

☒ Property Crime

☐ 1st Watch

☒ 2nd Watch

☒ 3rd Watch

What is the location of this problematic activity? Use street names to delineate the boundaries below:

Eastern Boundary: Pulaksi Rd.

Western Boundary: Cicero Ave.

Northern Boundary: 43rd St

Southern Boundary: 55th St.





The CTA platform, the long stretch of restaurants and small retail shops, as well as Curie
High School each located in close proximity along Pulaski Rd creates a bustling atmosphere
with numerous pedestrians populating the area each day. This provides a large pool of
possible robbery victims walking the area while failing to pay attention to their surroundings.
The offenders will patiently wait for the ideal circumstances to target an unsuspecting victim.
The close proximity of the Stevenson Expressway as well as Archer Ave, gives offenders a
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quick exit route after committing the robberies. Since the majority of the victims are looking at
their phones when they are approached and the offenders are usually wearing masks, a
good description or a positive identification is a difficult task for investigating officers.
Non-enforcement response (required):


Response
Strategy
Describe the overall
approach that will be
taken to solve the
problem, based on the
Analysis completed
above. Nonenforcement
strategies must be
included.




Enforcement response (if applicable):



Response

Identify and create city service requests for tree trimming and street light repairs along Pulaski and
Cicero Ave to ensure that the pedestrians have a safe and well-lit walking path.
Partner with local businesses along the commercial corridors to utilize security cameras and ensure
that they are working properly and capturing the best range of surveillance.
Utilize social media and news affairs to spread awareness in regards to crime trends and patterns
along with steps to take to avoid becoming a victim.

Root Cause
Mitigation Explain



how the Response
Strategy directly
addresses the root
cause that was
analyzed above.



Implement directed robbery missions which will be completed daily by tact or rapid response cars on
2nd and early 3rd Watch hours, with the focus being the commercial corridors.
Assign bike and foot patrols during the warmer months to increase the police presence in the area.

Increasing awareness in the community along with creating a well-lit walking pathway will
decrease the likelihood of potential robberies.
Increased patrols by tact and beat officers will deter crime by having a strong police presence
in the immediate area and will ensure there will be a timely response to any in-progress
violent crime.

Team (select only those that apply)

Specific Response Strategy Activities
(only for those selected)



Officers assigned to 815 and 821 will conduct
daily foot patrols in the area. If the beat car is
unavailable, a rapid response car will be
assigned.



Business liaison officer will visit local
businesses to ensure the camera system is
functioning properly.
CAPS will post information on social media
regarding robbery patterns and useful tips to
avoid becoming a victim.
CAPS will run weekly missions to locate City
Service Requests for tree trimming and street
light repair along Pulaski Rd.

☒ Watch Personnel

District
Personnel
Resources
Clearly identify what
role each team will
play in executing the
above Response
Strategy. Fill out only
those that apply.

☐ District Coordination Team


☒ Community Policing


☒ Tactical / Specialized Units

CPD Form Number TBD



Assign a tact team to run daily robbery
missions on 2nd and 3rd watch.
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☒ SDSC Room

Resource

Other District
Resources
Identify non-personnel
District resources
(technology,
equipment, etc) that
will be used in
executing the above
Response Strategy.

Identify non-District CPD
resources that will be
needed to execute the
above Response
Strategy.

Role in Response Strategy Execution



Informational Flyers

Flyers that can be passed out to the public or posted inside restaurants and
small retail businesses that can list tips and helpful information.



Business Cell Phone

The business liaison officer can offer his work cell phone number to business
owners to create a direct line of communication.



District Social Media

The CAPS office will utilize its Twitter and Facebook pages to post helpful
information.

☒ Bureau of Detectives

Other CPD (nonDistrict)
Resources

Ensure the camera's in the SDSC room are
monitoring the CTA orange line and
commercial area along Pulaski.

Collaborate with RBT detectives regarding any active robbery patterns or crime trends
in the target area.

☐ Bureau of Counter-Terrorism

☒ Other: CPD Mass Transit

Coordinate with the Mass Transit unit to increase officer presence near the CTA
Orange line platform and surrounding parking lots. Utilize the CTA camera surveillance
system if a robbery occurs near the platform.

☐ Other: __________________

Entity (select only those that apply)

Role/Responsibilities (only for those selected)

☐ Chicago Parks District

City Resources
Clearly identify what
role each agency will
play in executing the
Response Strategy.
Fill out only those
that apply.

☒ Chicago Public Schools

Ensure Curie H.S. students aren't loitering in the area after dismissal.
Request that the principal pass out awareness flyers to students, parents and
teachers.

☒ Chicago Transit Authority

Advise CTA employees to call 911 when any suspicious activity takes place.

☒ Dept of Streets and Sanitation

Request all trees are trimmed along Pulaski and Cicero and ensure that all
broken street lights are repaired.

☐ Department of Transportation
☐ Dept of Family and Support Services
☐ Department of Public Health
☐ Department of Finance
☐ Department of Housing
☐ Other: __________________
☐ Other: __________________
☐ Other: __________________

Community

CPD Form Number TBD

Entity (specify org name)

Role/Responsibilities
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Resources
Identify what role
community
org’s/members will
play in executing the
Response Strategy.
Provide organization
names and outline
specific
roles/responsibilities.

Community
Ownership
Explain how the
Response Strategy
and activities listed
above will establish
and empower the
community to take on
a leadership role in
solving the problem.

Archer Heights Civic
Association

Southwest Chamber of
Commerce



This organization has a large membership that addresses community
concerns through various outlets. By utilizing the groups meetings, social
media pages and monthly bulletins, we can have a constant flow of
communication between CPD and the residents of the community.
Many local businesses belong to this Chamber. Partnering with this group
will ensure that both the CPD and the affected businesses are in constant
contact in regards to any crime trends or patterns.

When all of the activities listed in the Response Strategy are carried out, the community will witness a
great deal of effort put forth by the 8th District, CTA, Streets and Sanitation, Chicago Public Schools as
well as the community groups which they belong to. When the community observes multiple city
agencies and community groups working together for a common goal, the members of that community
will engage in a positive way to help anyway they can.

Focus Metric (refer to the District Guidance Document for a list of aligned metrics):

Assessment Plan

Metrics
Select the Focus
Metric that will be used
as the primary
measure to evaluate
progress for this
problem. Then, list any
other quantitative and
qualitative outcomes
that you will use to
track progress.

Follow-Up Plan
Explain how the
District will follow-up to
ensure that the
Response Strategy is
having the desired
impact

CPD Form Number TBD



An overall reduction in documented robberies on 815 and 821's Beat.

Additional Metrics: A decrease in calls for service involving robberies on Pulaski from 43 rd to 55th St.

Over what time horizon will the
☒ More than 6 months
☐ 4 to 6 months
Response Strategy be
☐ 1 to 3 months
implemented? (select one)
How frequently will District personnel follow-up to ensure the Response Strategy is having the desired impact?


Although this is a long term goal, District personnel will evaluate the progress of the Response Strategy
at the end of each month.
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Mitigation
Criteria



Explain how you will
specifically know when
the problem can be
considered
“addressed”. Consider
both quantitative and
qualitative
approaches.

Since there was such a dramatic increase in robberies (+123%) in the target area from 2019 to 2020,
the overall goal will be to sustain a significant decrease in 2021 as well as a decrease in related call for
service. The issue will be addressed when we see a consistent decrease over a long period.
In order to truly determine whether this priority has been addressed, we will have to gauge the
community that resides and works in the affected area. By attending community meetings and events
and monitoring social media posts, we will truly be able to determine if community members feel
comfortable walking through the neighborhood without fear of becoming a victim.

END PRIORITY #1

CPD Form Number TBD
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PROBLEM SOLVING PRIORITY #2
Priority Title

Motor Vehicle Thefts
☐ Violent Crime

Priority Type
Source

Scanning

Check all that apply

☒ Property Crime

☐ Quality of Life

☒ Calls for Service

☒ Community Conversations

☐ DAC Meetings

☐ Resident Survey Data

☒ Crime Data

☐ Community Interactions

☒ Beat Meetings

☐ Other: _______

Rationale



Explain why this is a
top priority for your
district. Provide
specific numbers for
calls for service
and/or crime data to
support your
explanation. Be as
specific as possible.



4.

During the past year, there have been a total of 92 motor vehicle thefts in the two bordering
beats of 823 and 825. That is a 23% increase when compared to the same time frame in
2019.
The vast majority of the vehicle thefts occurred along 63rd street between Kedzie and
Western. The analysis shows specifically, that these thefts account for almost 20% of all
motor vehicle thefts in the entire 8th District.

Who is / are the victim(s)?




Due to the large numbers of vehicles being taken in the target area, there is no specific type of victim.
During the winter months, statistics show that most victims leave the vehicle unattended and running
with the keys in the ignition in order to warm up the vehicle.
There has been a spike in recent thefts involving high end Dodge/Chrysler brand vehicles that have a
keyless ignition.

5. Describe the methods / actions used by the offender (do not include demographic information). Include any
identified patterns such as motives, types of weapons used to commit the crime, how they attempt to flee the
scene of the crime, etc.


Analysis

Problem
Analysis
Explain the problem by
describing each of the
listed elements. Be as
specific as possible.





Motor vehicle theft is basically a crime of opportunity. If a vehicle is left running and unattended, there is
a strong likelihood of it being taken. If the vehicle is parked in a dark and isolated area, that would also
be a good candidate for theft.
In recent months, an auto theft pattern has emerged involving the theft of high-end Dodge Chargers
and Durangos where the offenders would forcefully enter the vehicle and reprogram the ignition to start
without the owner's key fob.
Historically, the use of unsanctioned tow trucks to steal unauthorized vehicles throughout the 8 th District
has been an ongoing issue and has caused a significant increase in vehicle thefts reported.

Typical Time of Day (select all that
apply):
6.

Root Cause
Analysis Identify
potential root causes
of the problem that, if
mitigated, would

CPD Form Number TBD

☒ 1st Watch

☒ 2nd Watch

☐ 3rd Watch

What is the location of this criminal activity? Use street names to delineate the boundaries below:

Eastern Boundary: Western Ave

Western Boundary: Kedzie Ave

Northern Boundary: 62nd St.

Southern Boundary: 64th St.



The root cause for auto thefts in the target area is the fact that the majority of the victim's
vehicles were left unlocked or unoccupied with the vehicle running. The key to decreasing
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prevent the problem
from re-occurring. Be
as specific as possible.



the thefts is to limit the access to these vehicles and make sure owners know to the proper
way to safely secure their vehicle and park it in a safe, well-lit location.
A large police presence in the target area would also be a deterrent for potential thefts.

Non-enforcement response (required):

The goal is to increase awareness in the community by encouraging citizens to take the proper steps to
avoid becoming a victim. By utilizing social media outlets and community meetings along with passing
out flyers in the affected areas, we will inform potential victims of tips and information in regards to
keeping their vehicle safe and secure.

Response
Strategy
Describe the overall
approach that will be
taken to solve the
problem, based on the
Analysis completed
above. Nonenforcement
strategies must be
included.

Response

Root Cause
Mitigation Explain
how the Response
Strategy directly
addresses the root
cause that was
analyzed above.

Enforcement response (if applicable):

A strong police presence in the target area would help deter offenders from attempting to take vehicles.
The traffic car will run daily motor vehicle theft missions while utilizing the plate reader technology.

The beat car assigned to the area will run daily motor vehicle theft missions with the focus being on
unattended vehicles left running.

SDSC will monitor all vehicle thefts involving tow trucks and compile a list of possible illegal tow trucks
to be distributed at roll calls.




Increasing community awareness regarding the method, times and locations of motor vehicle
thefts in a specific area will help to lessen the opportunities for offenders.
Increasing police presence in the target area will also help to deter offenders.

Team (select only those that apply)

Specific Response Strategy Activities
(only for those selected)


☒ Watch Personnel


District
Personnel
Resources
Clearly identify what
role each team will
play in executing the
above Response
Strategy. Fill out only
those that apply.

☐ District Coordination Team


☒ Community Policing



☒ Tactical / Specialized Units

CPD Form Number TBD

The beat car will be assigned directed traffic
missions in the area, as well as daily foot
patrols along 63rd St.
The traffic car will run daily plate reader
missions in the target area.

CAPS will post helpful information on social
media.
CAPS will attend beat and community
meetings to help spread awareness to
citizens residing in the area.
CAPS will run weekly missions to locate City
Service Requests for tree trimming and street
light repairs.
Tactical teams will be following up with SDSC
analysis to help locate and identify tow trucks
used as a cover to steal vehicles.
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☒ SDSC Room

Resource

Other District
Resources
Identify non-personnel
District resources
(technology,
equipment, etc) that
will be used in
executing the above
Response Strategy.

Information Flyers

Identify non-District CPD
resources that will be
needed to execute the
above Response
Strategy.

Role in Response Strategy Execution


CAPS will create and distribute a flyer containing helpful tips and
information on preventing vehicle thefts.



The plate reader will be utilized by the traffic officer to run missions
in an effort to recover abandoned stolen vehicles as well as locate
offenders driving vehicles that were recently taken.



Coordinate with auto theft team to help identify any crime trends or patterns
currently active in the area.

Plate Reader

☒ Bureau of Detectives

Other CPD (nonDistrict)
Resources



SDSC will identify the areas that have the
highest probability of future thefts, so we can
adjust our mission locations.
SDSC will analyze which tow trucks are
possibly used to steal vehicles and
coordinate with tactical officers.

☐ Bureau of Counter-Terrorism

☐ Other: __________________

☐ Other: __________________

Entity (select only those that apply)

Role/Responsibilities (only for those selected)

☐ Chicago Parks District
☐ Chicago Public Schools
☐ Chicago Transit Authority
☒ Dept of Streets and Sanitation

City Resources
Clearly identify what
role each agency will
play in executing the
Response Strategy.
Fill out only those
that apply.

Ensure that street lights are repaired and trees are trimmed to create a clear
well-lit path for area cameras.

☐ Department of Transportation
☐ Dept of Family and Support Services
☐ Department of Public Health
☐ Department of Finance
☐ Department of Housing
☐ Other: __________________
☐ Other: __________________
☐ Other: __________________

Community
CPD Form Number TBD

Entity (specify org name)

Role/Responsibilities
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Resources
Identify what role
community
org’s/members will
play in executing the
Response Strategy.
Provide organization
names and outline
specific
roles/responsibilities.

16th and 17th Ward Aldermanic
Offices
Greater Southwest
Development Corporation
SWOP (Southwest Organizing
Project)







The CAPS office will collaborate with Ald. Moore and Ald. Coleman
to spread awareness at local community and ward events and
meeting.
GSDC regulates and organizes the majority of the businesses in the
area. They could help to identify any tow truck companies that aren't
operating legally.
SWOP employs a staff of outreach workers who can assist with
spreading awareness as well as help locate unoccupied vehicles
with the engine running.

Community
Ownership
Explain how the
Response Strategy
and activities listed
above will establish
and empower the
community to take on
a leadership role in
solving the problem.

Assessment Plan

Metrics
Select the Focus
Metric that will be used
as the primary
measure to evaluate
progress for this
problem. Then, list any
other quantitative and
qualitative outcomes
that you will use to
track progress.

Follow-Up Plan
Explain how the
District will follow-up to
ensure that the
Response Strategy is
having the desired
impact

CPD Form Number TBD





The victims of this priority issue are the people that reside directly where the crimes are occurring. This
issue greatly effects weather the community feels safe enough to park their vehicle in front of their own
home. If the officers of the 8th District are able create enough awareness, the residents will take the
proper steps in preventing this crime.
Once the community members are given the proper helpful information on what types of suspicious
activity they should be looking for, they would feel obligated to call 911 and report it.

Focus Metric (refer to the District Guidance Document for a list of aligned metrics):



An overall reduction on motor vehicle thefts on 823 and 825's Beat.

Additional Metrics: A decrease in motor vehicle thefts in the target area of 62-64th/Western-Kedzie
Over what time horizon will the
☒ More than 6 months
☐ 4 to 6 months
Response Strategy be
☐ 1 to 3 months
implemented? (select one)
How frequently will District personnel follow-up to ensure the Response Strategy is having the desired impact?


Although this is a long term goal, District personnel will evaluate the progress of the Response Strategy
at the end of each month.
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Mitigation
Criteria



Explain how you will
specifically know when
the problem can be
considered
“addressed”. Consider
both quantitative and
qualitative
approaches.

Since there was such a dramatic increase in motor vehicle thefts (23%) in the target area from 2019 to
2020, the overall goal will be to see a large decrease over a similar period. The issue will be addressed
when we see a consistent decrease over a long period.
In order to truly determine whether this priority has been addressed, we will have to gauge the
community that resides and works in the affected area. By attending community meetings and events
and monitoring social media posts, we will truly be able to determine if community members feel
comfortable parking their vehicle safely without fear of becoming a victim.

END PRIORITY #2

CPD Form Number TBD
Process
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PROBLEM SOLVING PRIORITY #3
Priority Title

Gang Activity in Scottsdale
☒ Violent Crime

Priority Type
Source

Scanning

Check all that apply

☒ Property Crime

☒ Quality of Life

☒ Calls for Service

☒ Community Conversations

☐ DAC Meetings

☐ Resident Survey Data

☒ Crime Data

☒ Community Interactions

☒ Beat Meetings

☐ Other: _______



Historically, the Scottsdale neighborhood has a small gang conflict between the Ambrose
and the Krazy Getdown Boys (KGB's) which tends to flare up occasionally. In the last 18
months, this conflict has shown a more consistent level of gang violence and increased
activity that has become a much larger issue. In the past year, weapons violations (UUW
arrests and shell casing recoveries) have increased by 85%. There have been 4 gang
related shootings this year in addition to 5 that took place last year. There have been 133
positive shot spotter hits in Scottsdale vs. 126 during the same time frame last year, which is
a 6% increase. Along with those statistics, there have been several beat meetings, town
halls and community conversations where the increase in recent gang activity was the main
topic of conversation.



Gang activity in Scottsdale was one of the top priorities on the 2020 District Strategic Plan.
After analyzing the data and attending multiple community meetings, including the 8 th District
community conversation, it was evident that this is an issue has not been resolved and needs
additional attention.

Rationale
Explain why this is a
top priority for your
district. Provide
specific numbers for
calls for service
and/or crime data to
support your
explanation. Be as
specific as possible.

7.

Who is / are the victim(s)?

The residents of Scottsdale are the true victims of this priority. The community that resides between
77th and 87th/Pulaski to Cicero have had their property damaged by stray bullets and gang graffiti, their
property stolen to support gang activity and had their freedom of living in a safe community taken from
them.

Analysis

8. Describe the methods / actions used by the offender (do not include demographic information). Include any
identified patterns such as motives, types of weapons used to commit the crime, how they attempt to flee the
scene of the crime, etc.

Problem
Analysis



Traditionally, gang members will claim a geographical area as their territory and attempt to push the
boundaries of that area, causing conflict with surrounding gangs. Once these conflicts are initiated,
each group will begin marking their territory with gang graffiti, and attempt to defend it with gun
violence. In order to fund the gang activity, most sell narcotics to generate revenue.



The KGB's (Krazy Getdown Boys) are the primary gang residing in the Scottsdale area and have
caused an increase in shootings, drug sales, gang disturbances and gang graffiti. If members of their
primary rival gang (Ambrose) approach the Scottsdale area, the conflict intensifies between both sides
which usually results in some type of violent activity.

Explain the problem by
describing each of the
listed elements. Be as
specific as possible.

CPD Form Number TBD
Process
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Typical Time of Day (select all that
apply):
9.

Root Cause
Analysis Identify

Response

Describe the overall
approach that will be
taken to solve the
problem, based on the
Analysis completed
above. Nonenforcement
strategies must be
included.

Root Cause
Mitigation Explain
how the Response
Strategy directly
addresses the root
cause that was
analyzed above.



☒ 3rd Watch

The historical gang conflict between the KGB's and Ambrose is directly responsible for the
majority of the crime in the Scottsdale area. Since the KGB's reside in Scottsdale, they are
the root cause. A strong police presence and cooperation from the community will be a
positive step to rid this gang from Scottsdale and hopefully solve this issue.

Non-enforcement response (required):

Collaborate with the Scottsdale Neighborhood Watch to locate known gang hangouts, problem
businesses and troubled buildings in the area which gang activity occurs.

Coordinate with SDSC and the tactical teams to identify and locate ranking members of KGB's in the
area.

Ensure that park district employees monitor any gang activity within Durkin, Rainy and Scottsdale parks
and notify CPD if they observe any suspicious behavior.

Create new block clubs and phone trees to help the community get organized. This will increase the
flow of information to officers working in the area.
Enforcement response (if applicable):




Daily gang suppression missions will be conducted by 1 st and 3rd Watch rapid response cars.
Tact teams will be assigned missions in the area whenever gang activity escalates.
The park car will conduct daily park checks on 3rd Watch at Durkin, Rainey and Scottsdale parks.



A dedicated police presence along with a strong community alliance will help to put pressure
on this gang and eventually force them from the neighborhood. If the gang members see that
their actions have caused an uproar in the community, they won't be able to thrive with all of
the negative attention they are causing.

Team (select only those that apply)

Specific Response Strategy Activities
(only for those selected)



District
Personnel
Resources

☒ Watch Personnel

Clearly identify what
role each team will
play in executing the
above Response
Strategy. Fill out only
those that apply.

☐ District Coordination Team

CPD Form Number TBD
Process

☐ 2nd Watch

What is the location of this criminal activity? Use street names to delineate the boundaries below:

Eastern Boundary: Pulaski Rd.

Western Boundary: Cicero Ave.

Northern Boundary: 77th St.

Southern Boundary: 87th St.

potential root causes
of the problem that, if
mitigated, would
prevent the problem
from re-occurring. Be
as specific as possible.

Response
Strategy

☒ 1st Watch



1st and 3rd Watch rapid response cars will
conduct daily gang suppression missions.
3rd Watch park car will conduct daily park
checks and Rainey, Durkin and Scottsdale
parks.

:
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☒ Community Policing

☒ Tactical / Specialized Units

☒ SDSC Room

Resource

Other District
Resources

District Intelligence
Officer/CLEAR/CABOODLE



CAPS will coordinate with the Scottsdale
Neighborhood watch to identify gang
hangouts and troubled buildings.
The Community Organizer will canvass the
area to create new block clubs and phone
trees.



Tact teams will conduct gang suppression
missions when activity escalates.



SDSC will identify and locate ranking
members of the KGB's living in the area.
SDSC will monitor shot spotter hits in the
area and determine if there are concentrated
locations with increased activity.



Role in Response Strategy Execution


DIO's can utilize our crime stats to help identify and locate ranking
KGB members as well as known gang hangouts.



Several KGB members have been implicated in recent robbery patterns. We
will communicate with RBT detectives to assist in identifying possible wanted
offenders.



Coordinate with the lDOC to conduct routne parole checks for KGB gang
members currently residing in the Scottsdale area.

Identify non-personnel
District resources
(technology,
equipment, etc) that
will be used in
executing the above
Response Strategy.

☒ Bureau of Detectives

Other CPD (nonDistrict)
Resources
Identify non-District CPD
resources that will be
needed to execute the
above Response
Strategy.

☐ Bureau of Counter-Terrorism

☒ Other: IDOC

☐ Other: __________________

Entity (select only those that apply)

City Resources
Clearly identify what
role each agency will
play in executing the
Response Strategy.
Fill out only those
that apply.

☒ Chicago Parks District
☒ Chicago Public Schools

Role/Responsibilities (only for those selected)

Ensure that park district staff at Rainey, Durkin and Scottsdale park is aware
of the gang issues and to report any gang activity or suspicious behavior.
Maintain contact with Bogan High School security to receive intelligence
regarding the gang conflict.

☐ Chicago Transit Authority
☒ Dept of Streets and Sanitation

Locate and request city services for tree trimming and street light repair
throughout the area to keep the community safe and well lit.

☐ Department of Transportation

CPD Form Number TBD
Process
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☐ Dept of Family and Support Services
☐ Department of Public Health
☐ Department of Finance
☐ Department of Housing
☐ Other: __________________
☐ Other: __________________
☐ Other: __________________
Entity (specify org name)

Role/Responsibilities



Community
Resources
Identify what role
community
org’s/members will
play in executing the
Response Strategy.
Provide organization
names and outline
specific
roles/responsibilities.

Community
Ownership
Explain how the
Response Strategy
and activities listed
above will establish
and empower the
community to take on
a leadership role in
solving the problem.

Scottsdale Neighborhood Watch




18th Ward Aldermanic Office



During their nightly patrols, the watch members will locate and
document any gang hangouts, troubled buildings or businesses.
CPD will utilize the group’s social media pages to spread
awareness to the residents of any crime trends or active patterns in
the area.
CAPS will partner with Ald. Curtis' office to ensure all city service
requests, especially the removal of gang graffiti in the area are
rectified immediately.

The citizens of Scottsdale are very active in the community. The community meetings and events are
always well attended and the neighborhood watch group is one of the largest of its kind. The CAPS
office has been able to cultivate new block clubs and phone trees which is proof that the citizens are
interested in making their neighborhood safer. This level of community engagement partnered with an
increased police presence and focused gang suppression efforts will yield positive results.

Focus Metric (refer to the District Guidance Document for a list of aligned metrics):

Assessment Plan

Metrics
Select the Focus
Metric that will be used
as the primary
measure to evaluate
progress for this
problem. Then, list any
other quantitative and
qualitative outcomes
that you will use to
track progress.

Follow-Up Plan
Explain how the
District will follow-up to

CPD Form Number TBD
Process




An overall decrease in shot spotter hits.
An overall decrease in gang related shootings.

Additional Metrics:

Over what time horizon will the
Response Strategy be
implemented? (select one)

☐ 1 to 3 months
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☐ 4 to 6 months

☒ More than 6 months
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ensure that the
Response Strategy is
having the desired
impact

Mitigation
Criteria
Explain how you will
specifically know when
the problem can be
considered
“addressed”. Consider
both quantitative and
qualitative
approaches.

How frequently will District personnel follow-up to ensure the Response Strategy is having the desired impact?


Although this is a long term goal, District personnel will evaluate the progress of the Response Strategy
at the end of each month.



Since there wasn't such a significant change in gang shooting incidents in the target area from 2019 to
2020, the overall goal will be to see a large decrease over a similar period. The issue will be addressed
when we see a consistent decrease overall gang activity during a long period.
In order to truly determine whether this priority has been addressed, we will have to gauge the
community that resides and works in the affected area. By attending community meetings and events
and monitoring social media posts, we will truly be able to determine if community members feel
comfortable living and working in this area without fear of becoming a victim.



END PRIORITY #3

CPD Form Number TBD
Process
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SECTION 2 – COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PRIORITIES
List the District’s top priority engagement activities for the year for each of the listed populations. Engagement activities should be listed in rank order from highest
to lowest priority. List at least one, and no more than three, high priority engagement activities for each population.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PRIORITIES
Priority #1:
Describe the engagement


Increase our participation
in our Youth Explorer
group.

Select only one; if cocreated a partner
must be listed

Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?


☒ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven
☐ Co-Created with

________________

Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?
P.O. Jose Sepulveda is the YLO

Priority #2:
Describe the engagement



Youth
High Priority
Engagement
Activities
List at least one
(no more than 3)

Create and organize
sports programs and
camps where officers
can play and complete
on the same playing
field as the youth. The
CAPS office will host a
6 week youth golf camp
at the Marquette park
driving range this
summer. The CAPS
office is also planning a
youth soccer
tournament as well as
fishing events.

Select only one; if cocreated a partner
must be listed

Describe the engagement


Increase YDAC enrollment
and participation.

Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?

☐ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven
☒ Co-Created with

_West Lawn and
Scottsdale
Neighborhood Watch
Groups

Officer Jose Sepulveda is the YLO

Priority #3:

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
As the Youth Liaison Officer, P.O. Sepulveda has a great rapport with
our youth groups.



Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?

Select only one; if
co-created a partner
must be listed
☒ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven
☐ Co-Created with

Officer Jose Sepulveda is our YLO.

CPD Form Number TBD
Process

Giving the youth
an opportunity to
see officers in a
more casual and
fun atmosphere
will create positive
relationships in
the community.

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?



Tactical and Watch
officers will participate
in the sporting events.

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
As the Youth Liaison Officer, P.O. Sepulveda has a great relationship
with our youth groups.
Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?

This is an important
program for young
adults that are
looking for a
productive outlet to
volunteer during the
summer.

________________

Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?

The 8th District
Explorer program is
one of our most
successful
programs. Keeping
this program as a
top priority will
ensure that our
youth will have a
productive learning
environment during
their free time.

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?

District Intelligence
Officers, Tactical Officers
and SDSC staff will give
presentations at monthly
meetings on police tactics
and technology.

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?

Similar to the Youth
Explorers, Tactical
Officers and SDSC staff
will give demonstrations
during YDAC meetings
regarding tactics and
technology used in
current policing methods.

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
Officer Sepulveda is the Youth Liaison Officer and has a great working
relationship with our youth groups.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PRIORITIES
Priority #1:
Describe the engagement


Ensure our senior citizens
have safe living
conditions.

Select only one; if cocreated a partner
must be listed
☒ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven
☐ Co-Created with

________________

Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?
Officer Deb Preus is the District Senior Liaison Officer.

Priority #2:
Describe the engagement



Monthly Senior Subcommittee meetings

Select only one; if cocreated a partner
must be listed

Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?

It is vital that we
make sure that
seniors living in the
8th District are living
comfortably,
especially during the
pandemic. Senior
checks during
extreme heat and
cold temperatures
are also an
important function of
the CAPS office.

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
The Senior Liaison Officer would be the most knowledgeable person
in regards to seniors.
Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?



☒ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven

Older
Adults

☐ Co-Created with

________________

High Priority
Engagement
Activities
List at least one
(no more than 3)

Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?
Officer Deb Preus is the District Senior Liaison Officer.

Priority #3:
Describe the engagement


Hosting events to assist
and engage our senior
group, such as celebrating
holidays, coffee with the
commander and bingo.

Select only one; if
co-created a partner
must be listed
☒ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven
☐ Co-Created with

________________

Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?
Police Officer Deb Preus is the Senior Liaison Officer

CPD Form Number TBD
Process

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?

Officers working beat cars
often respond to calls with
seniors in danger or
distress. They notify the
Senior Liaison Officer to
follow up to make sure
the situation is rectified.

Beat Officers also assist
with the well-being checks
during weather
emergencies.

Hosting monthly
meetings will keep
our senior group
engaged and
proactive in the
community. These
meetings are also
great
opportunities to
give seniors
helpful and
relevant
information
regarding elder
crime.

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?




SDSC officers can
discuss crime trends
involving seniors.
Financial Crimes
Detectives can attend
meetings to discuss
helpful tips and
information regarding
deceptive practice
cases.

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
The Senior Liaison Officer would be the most knowledgeable person
in regards to seniors.
Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?

To ensure the
mental and physical
health of our senior
community, it is very
important to
maintain a level of
activity among
peers. A large
portion of our
seniors live alone
and look forward to
our meetings and
events.

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?

RBT Detectives can
speak at events to
discuss Robbery and
Burglary trends and
patterns.

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
The Senior Liaison Officer would be the most knowledgeable person
in regards to seniors.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PRIORITIES
Priority #1:
Describe the engagement

Increase participation in
the Business SubCommittee.

Select only one; if cocreated a partner
must be listed
☐ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven
☒ Co-Created with

Greater Southwest
Development
Corporation

Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?
P.O. Ray McCann is the Business Liaison Officer.

Priority #2:
Describe the engagement



Increase the number of
businesses in the CPD
Affidavit program.

Select only one; if cocreated a partner
must be listed

Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?

The 8th District has
over 3000
businesses within its
borders. It's very
important to have a
working relationship
with those
businesses as well
as an open line of
communication with
our Business Liaison
Officer.

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
The BLO deals with any issues involving businesses.
Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?


☒ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven
☐ Co-Created with

Business
________________

High Priority
Engagement
Activities
List at least one
(no more than 3)

Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?
Officer Ray McCann is the Business Liaison Officer.

Priority #3:
Describe the engagement

The BLO will ensure that
businesses located along
busy commercial corridors
will install surveillance
cameras in the proper
locations and ensure that
they maintain recordings.

Select only one; if
co-created a partner
must be listed
☒ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven
☐ Co-Created with

________________

CPD Form Number TBD
Process

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?

The Troubled Buildings
Officers assist the BLO in
identifying ownership and
background regarding
problem businesses in the
District.

The cooperation
of problem
businesses is vital
to our success in
cleaning up crime
ridden commercial
corridors. When
these businesses
agree to
participate in the
Affidavit program,
we will have the
ability to clear hot
spots of loitering
and trespassing,
which often lead
to shooting
incidents and
other violent
crime.

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?



Tactical and
Community Safety
Teams will monitor
problem businesses in
the Affidavit program
and will ensure that
any criminal activity
will be met with the
proper level of
enforcement.

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
The BLO is responsible for any business related crime.
Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?

The majority of our
robberies take place
along a main
commercial corridor,
or the offender will
utilize these main
streets as an escape
route. The use of
commercial
surveillance
cameras will assist
officers with footage
of the actual crime or
the possible vehicle
used to flee the
scene.
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What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?

When a robbery or other
violent crime occurs, Beat
and Tactical Officers
along with investigating
Detectives will utilize
footage from surveillance
cameras to locate
possible offenders and
vehicles used in the
crime.
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Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?
Police Officer Ray McCann is the Business Liaison Officer.

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
As the BLO, Officer McCann is responsible for all business related
affairs.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PRIORITIES
Priority #1:
Describe the engagement

Domestic Violence Victim
Support

Select only one; if cocreated a partner
must be listed
☒ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven
☐ Co-Created with

________________

Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?
P.O. Sullivan is our Domestic Violence Liaison Officer

Priority #2:
Describe the engagement



Domestic
Violence

Domestic Violence
Sub-Committee
Meetings

Select only one; if cocreated a partner
must be listed

Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?

Providing vital
resources such as
medical treatment,
temporary housing,
and therapy for
victims of domestic
violence is a very
important role that
our DVLO provides.

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
As the DVLO, P.O. Sullivan would handle any case involving D.V.
Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?


☒ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven
☐ Co-Created with

High Priority
Engagement
Activities

________________

List at least one
(no more than 3)
Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?
P.O. Sullivan is the Domestic Liaison Officer.

Priority #3:
Describe the engagement


CPD Form Number TBD
Process

Community Outreach for
victims of domestic
violence. The CAPS office
will collaborate with
Metropolitan Family
Services to create and host
events to promote DV
awareness as well as
resources for victims.

Select only one; if
co-created a partner
must be listed

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?

The most common issue
that a Beat Officer deals
with is domestic violence.
When an Officer
encounters a victim that
needs additional attention
or care, they will bring the
case to the attention of
our DVLO to respond.

These meetings
provide an
opportunity for
advocates, victims
and survivors to
gather together to
discuss valuable
information and
resources
regarding
domestic violence.

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?



Officers from the
Domestic Violence
Unit can routinely
attend monthly
meetings and offer
information regarding
resources for victims.

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
As the DVLO, P.O. Sullivan is responsible for all cases involving D.V.
Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?

☐ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven
☒ Co-Created with

Metropolitan Family
Services
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Analysis shows that
the majority of
domestic violence
victims are either
afraid to come
forward or are
unaware of the
potential resources
that may be
available.
Community outreach
is a tool that can be
used to provide
essential information
to the people that
truly need it.

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?

Officers from the
Domestic Violence Unit
can assist at future
events to promote DV
awareness and possible
resources.
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Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?
P.O. Sullivan is the Domestic Violence Liaison Officer.

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
As the DVLO, P.O. Sullivan is responsible for all cases involving D.V.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PRIORITIES
Priority #1:
Describe the engagement

Due to the increasing
homeless population
throughout the 8th District,
the CAPS office will
create a plan to assist
these individuals with
shelter, clothing and
donated food supplies
during the winter months.

Select a specific
population:
☐ LGBTQI
☐ Religious Minorities
☐ Immigrants
☒ Homeless Individuals
☐ Indiv w/ Disabilities
☐ Individuals in Crisis
☐ Other:

Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?

The increase of the
homeless population
is a growing concern
at beat meetings as
well as the
community
conversation. We
are responsible for
the safety of all of
our citizens.

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?

The Beat Officers will
advise the members of
the homeless
communities that
resources are available
by contacting the CAPS
office.

__________________

Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?

Affinity
Groups

P.O. Ray Tracy will be acting as our Affinity Officer.

Priority #2:
High Priority
Engagement
Activities

Describe the engagement



List at least one
(no more than 3)

Due to the large
Spanish speaking
population within the
8th District, the CAPS
office will create a
community outreach
seminar which will
provide valuable
information for citizens
during encounters with
police officers.

Select a specific
population:

Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?

☐ LGBTQI



☐ Religious Minorities
☒ Immigrants
☐ Homeless Individuals
☐ Indiv w/ Disabilities
☐ Individuals in Crisis
☐ Other:
__________________

Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?
P.O. Sepulveda is the P.O.C.

CPD Form Number TBD
Process

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
As the Affinity Officer, Officer Tracy will be responsible for resolving
this issue.

A large portion of
citizens may feel
uncomfortable
during encounters
with police officers
because of the
language barrier.
We can offer an
informational
seminar in
Spanish that will
provide helpful
tips and
information to
citizens while
dealing with law
enforcement.

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?



Tactical officers can
attend these seminars
to provide helpful
information that can
make future
encounters safer for
both citizens and
officers.

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
As our only Spanish speaking officer, P.O. Sepulveda will be giving
the seminar.
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Priority #3:
Describe the engagement

Crisis Intervention: The
CAPS office will
collaborate with the CIT
unit and officers from
each watch to identify
persons of interest and
locations with multiple
calls for service involving
subjects who may be
mentally unstable.



Individuals
w/
Disabilities

Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?
Officer Preus will be the P.O.C.

Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?

A person suffering
from chronic mental
illness can be a
danger to
themselves as well
as family members
trying to help. If we
can identify and
locate these
individuals, we may
be able to provide
assistance.

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?

Officers assigned to the
Crisis Intervention unit will
assist in locating and
providing resources to
individuals suffering from
mental illness.

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
Officer Preus has experience in this issue and is very knowledgeable
when dealing with mental illness.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PRIORITIES
Priority #1:
Describe the engagement

Select only one; if cocreated a partner
must be listed

Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?

☐ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven
☐ Co-Created with

________________

(OPTIONAL)
Other District
Engagements

Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?

Priority #2:
Describe the engagement

(no more than 3)

Select only one; if cocreated a partner
must be listed

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?

Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?

☐ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven
☐ Co-Created with

________________

Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?

CPD Form Number TBD
Process

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
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Priority #3:
Describe the engagement

Select only one; if
co-created a partner
must be listed

Why is this engagement
activity a high priority for the
District?

What role will non-Community
Policing Personnel (Watch,
Tactical/Specialized Units, etc) play
in the engagement?

☐ CPD-Driven
☐ Community-Driven
☐ Co-Created with

________________

Who is the District Point of Contact for this engagement?

CPD Form Number TBD
Process

Why was this individual selected as the Point of Contact for this
engagement?
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CPD Form Number TBD
Process
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